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Grew up near London.
First degree in Computer Science (1998)
PhD multiple classifier systems (2004)

Title: “Diversity in Neural Network Ensembles”

Moved to Manchester in 2005...



Manchester

Largest Uni in the UK
(35, 000 students)
School of CS ranks #2 in UK

Machine Learning & Optimisation Group
7 staff, 3 postdocs, 16 PhDs.



A Cagliari-Manchester Success Story

Dr Manuela Zanda
BSc (Cagliari, 2007),
PhD (Manchester, 2011)

Thesis: “A Probabilistic Perspective on

Ensemble Diversity”

Now... Research Scientist at The Sanger Institute, Cambridge.



This Course

8 lectures.

Basic knowledge of Pattern Recognition assumed.
(but I will review to align our terminology)

No homework.



This Course

Day 1 Motivations and Basic Methods
1: Assessment methods and Wrappers
2: Uni-variate vs Multivariate Filter Methods

Day 2 Advanced Filters and Embedded Methods
3: Information Theoretic Filters
4: Embedded Methods

Day 3 The Variance of Feature Selection
5: Why does Feature Selection Work?
6: Stability

Day 4 Probabilistic Perspectives
7: Markov Blanket Algorithms
8: A Unifying View via Conditional Likelihood



Pattern Recognition: The Early Days

Only 200 papers in the world! - I wish!



Pattern Recognition: The Early Days

“Using eight very simple measurements [...] a recognition rate of 95 per cent

on sampled and fresh material (using 50 specimens of each of the hand-printed

letters A, B and C, and a self-organizing computer program based on the above

considerations).” [Rutovitz, 1966]

→

508 RUTOVITZ - Pattern Recognition [Part 4, 

This and other similar ad hoc procedures are useful in the contexts discussed by their 
authors but their applicability depends very much on the properties of the particular 
patterns involved. 
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FIG. 2. Line-printer reconstruction of a portion of a digitized image (BBC Test Card C). 
Each line-printer symbol corresponds to a 0-06 x 0-06 mm. square area of the original 
35 mm. transparency. An arbitrary seven-level grey scale is used and is printed out accord- 
ing to the conventions: 0, space; 1, ; 2, -; 3, * ; 4, /; 5, $; 6, W. (Input device: Medical 
Research Council's FIDAC, built by National Biomedical Research Foundation, Silver 
Spring, Maryland. Computer: IBM 7090 at Imperial College, London.) 

In fact, the whole recognition process can be expressed in terms of transformations 
of one type or another. In order to recognize a pattern a machine must first carry out 
a prescribed set of measurements of its features or characteristics. On the basis of 
these measurements the pattern must be categorized (in our present conteXt) into just 
one of a finite number of "ideal" non-overlapping pattern classes, Fl, F2, . .., Fm, say. 

Now suppose that the pattern presented to the transducer is represented, as before, 
by a function 

c1f+ ns, 

where ns is the specimen noise. Then the pattern to be analysed will be 

g= Rob= Ro10+nR, 

BBC = British Broadcasting Corporation



Let’s review...

“Supervised” learning.
Computer is presented with a situation, described as a vector x.
Required to recognize the situation and ‘classify’ it into one of a
finite number of possible categories.

e.g. x : real valued numbers giving a person’s height, weight, body mass, age,
blood sugar, etc. Task: classify yes/no for risk of heart disease.

e.g. x : binary values of pixels in 8× 8 image, so |x| = 64.

Task: classify as handwritten digit from set [0...9].



Let’s review...

Provided with N examples of the correct behavior: D = {X,Y }

X =


x
(1)
1 x

(1)
2 , ... x

(1)
M

...

x
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1 x

(N)
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 Y =
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Some Terminology:
D is the dataset.
Each row of X is an example, a.k.a. datapoint/pattern.
Each column of X is a feature, a.k.a. variable/input/attribute.
Y is the vector of labels, a.k.a. targets/classes.

In general: x ∈ RM , y ∈ {1..C}



Let’s review...

For 2 features, we can visualize D as a plot:

Each blue dot is an {x(i)1 , x
(i)
2 } where y(i) = 0.

Each red cross is an {x(i)1 , x
(i)
2 } where y(i) = 1.



Let’s review...

A ‘classifier’ (a.k.a. model/predictor) is any function ŷ ← f(x, θ).

Any x appearing on the left of the boundary would have ŷ = 0,

... equivalently, any point on the right gets ŷ = 1.



Let’s review...

Decision Trees....

Decision boundary orthogonal to axes.



Let’s review...

Classifier is f(x, θ).
Use D to find the right settings for θ.

Setting θ is called “training”.
Evaluating whether your setting was a good one is “testing”

Like when you learnt to drive...
Driving lessons are very different from your driving test!



Let’s review...

Imagine driving for 20 years only on the small streets of Cagliari,
...... then trying to drive in Napoli...!

Too much training = “over-fitting” to the training set!



Let’s review...

We only have one dataset D. How can we fairly evaluate?

”Bootstrap” method - sample N training points with
replacement from the set of size N . Test with the unselected
points.

’‘50/50” method - split data in half, and train on first part, test
on second part.

Cross-validation ... next slide...



Let’s review...

“K-fold cross-validation”

Extreme is when k = N ... called “leave-one-out” (LOO) cross-validation.



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

Image recognition still a major issue.
But we’ve gone beyond 8× 8 characters and dot-matrix printers!

Then.... Now!



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

Predicting recurrence of cancer from gene profiles:

Only a subset of features actually influence the phenotype.



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

“Typically, the number of [features] considered is not higher than tens of
thousands with sample sizes of about 100.”

Saeys et al, Bioinformatics (2007) 23 (19): 2507-2517

Small sample problem!

We need subsets of features for interpretability.
A lab analyst needs simple biomarkers to indicate diagnosis.



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

Face detection in images (e.g. used on Google Street View)



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

Face detection in images (e.g. used on Google Street View)

28× 28 pixels × 8 orientations × 7 thresholds = 43, 904 features

If using a 256× 256 image... 3, 670, 016 features!

We now deal in petabytes — fewer features = FAST algorithms!



Pattern Recognition: Then and Now

Text classification.... is this news story “interesting”?

“Bag-of-Words” representation:

x = {0, 3, 0, 0, 1, ..., 2, 3, 0, 0, 0, 1} ← one entry per word!

Easily 50,000 words! Very sparse - easy to overfit!
Need accuracy, otherwise we lose visitors to our news website!



Our High-Dimensional World

The world has gone high dimensional.

Biometric authentication,
Pharmaceutical industries,
Systems biology,
Geo-spatial data,
Cancer diagnosis,
Handwriting recognition.

etc, etc, etc...

Modern domains may have many thousands/millions of features!



Why select/extract features?

I To improve accuracy?

I Reduce computation?

I Reduce space?

I Reduce cost of future measurements?

I Improved data/model understanding?

Surprisingly...
FS is rarely needed to improve accuracy.

Overfitting well managed by modern classifiers,
e.g. SVMs, Boosting, Bayesian methods.



Feature Extraction (a.k.a. dimensionality reduction)

Original features Ω.
Reduced feature space X = f(Ω, θ) , such that |X| < |Ω|

Combines dimensions by some function.

Can be linear, e.g. Principal Components Analysis:
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Feature Extraction (a.k.a. dimensionality reduction)

Or non-linear:

No linear function (rotation) exists such that it separates in 2d.
Non-linear function easily finds underlying manifold.

Roweis & Saul, “Local Linear Embedding”, Science, vol.290 no.5500 (2000)



Feature Selection

Original features Ω.
Reduced feature space X ⊂ Ω , such that |X| < |Ω|

Selects dimensions by some function.

Useful to retain meaningful features, e.g. gene selection:



Feature Selection: The ‘Wrapper’ Method

Input: large feature set Ω
10 Identify candidate subset S ⊆ Ω
20 While !stop criterion()

Evaluate error of a classifier using S.
Adapt subset S.

30 Return S.

I Pros: excellent performance for the chosen classifier

I Cons: computationally and memory-intense



Why can’t we get a bigger computer?

With M features → 2M possible feature subsets.

Exhaustive enumeration feasible only for small (M ≈ 20) domains.

Could use clever search (Genetic Algs, Simulated Annealing, etc).
but ultimately... NP-hard problem!



What’s wrong here?

GET DATA
Data set, D

SELECT SOME FEATURES
Using D, try many feature subsets with a classifier.
Return the subset θ that has lowest error on D.

LEARN A CLASSIFIER
Make a new dataset D′ with only features θ.
Repeat 50 times

- Split D′ into train/test sets.
- Train a classifier, and record its error on test set.

Report average testing error over 50 repeats.

OVERFITTING! - We used our ‘test’ data to pick features!



Feature Selection is part of the Learning Process

Feature Selection: An Ever Evolving Frontier in Data Mining

and proteomics, and networks in social computing and system biology. Researchers are
realizing that in order to achieve successful data mining, feature selection is an indispensable
component (Liu and Motoda, 1998; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Liu and Motoda, 2007). It
is a process of selecting a subset of original features according to certain criteria, and
an important and frequently used technique in data mining for dimension reduction. It
reduces the number of features, removes irrelevant, redundant, or noisy features, and brings
about palpable effects for applications: speeding up a data mining algorithm, improving
learning accuracy, and leading to better model comprehensibility. Various studies show
that some features can be removed without performance deterioration (Ng, 2004; Donoho,
2006). Feature selection has been an active field of research for decades in data mining,
and has been widely applied to many fields such as genomic analysis (Inza et al., 2004),
text mining (Forman, 2003), image retrieval (Gonzalez and Woods, 1993; Swets and Weng,
1995), intrusion detection (Lee et al., 2000), to name a few. As new applications emerge in
recent years, many challenges arise requiring novel theories and methods addressing high-
dimensional and complex data. Feature selection for data of ultrahigh dimensionality (Fan
et al., 2009), steam data (Glocer et al., 2005), multi-task data (Liu et al., 2009; G. Obozinski
and Jordan, 2006), and multi-source data (Zhao et al., 2008, 2010a) are among emerging
research topics of pressing needs.
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Figure 1: A unified view of a feature selection process

Figure 1 presents a unified view for a feature selection process. A typical feature se-
lection process contains two phases: feature selection, and model fitting and performance
evaluation. The feature selection phase contains three steps: (1) generating a candidate set
containing a subset of the original features via certain research strategies; (2) evaluating
the candidate set and estimating the utility of the features in the candidate set. Based
on the evaluation, some features in the candidate set may be discarded or added to the
selected feature set according to their relevance; and (3) determining whether the current

5

Liu & Motoda, “Feature Selection: An Ever Evolving Frontier”,
Intl Workshop Feature Selection in Data Mining 2010



A better way.... (but not the only way)

GET DATA
Data set, D

LEARN A CLASSIFIER - WITH FEATURE SELECTION
Repeat 50 times

- Split D into train/validation/test sets : Tr, V a, Te
- For each feature subset, train a classifier using Tr
- Pick subset θ with lowest error on V a
- Re-train using Tr ∪ V a ... [optional]
- Record test error (using θ) on Te.

Report average testing error over 50 repeats.

That’s more like it! :-) ... But still computationally intense!



Searching Efficiently: “Forward Selection”

Start with no features.
Try each feature not used so far in the classifier.
Keep the one that improves training accuracy most.
Repeat this greedy search until all features are used.

You now have a ranking of the M features (and M classifiers)

Test each of the M classifiers on a validation set.

Return the feature subset corresponding to the classifier with
lowest validation error.



Searching Efficiently: “Backward Elimination”

Start with ALL features.
Try discarding each feature currently in the classifier.
Discard the one that causes LEAST decrease in training accuracy.
Repeat this until only one feature remains.

You now have a ranking of the M features (and M classifiers)

Test each of the M classifiers on a validation set.

Return the feature subset corresponding to the classifier with
lowest validation error.



The Feature Selection Search Space

With M features → 2M possible feature subsets.

0,0,1,1

0,0,0,0

1,0,0,0 0,1,0,0 0,0,1,0 0,0,0,1

 1,1,0,0 1,0,1,0 0,1,1,0 1,0,0,1 0,1,0,1

1,1,1,0 1,1,0,1 1,0,1,1 0,1,1,1

1,1,1,1

Forward Selection starts at node {0, 0, 0, 0}.
Backward Elimination starts at node {1, 1, 1, 1}.



Search Space : Wrappers

Evaluates M(M+1)
2 feature subsets.



Complexity of Forward/Backward Heuristic

With forward/backward, we only evaluate M(M+1)
2 subsets.
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Exhaustive
Forward/Backward

But we can do better... only M subsets (next lecture...)



Feature Selection: Wrappers

Input: large feature set Ω
10 Identify candidate subset S ⊆ Ω
20 While !stop criterion()

Evaluate error of a classifier using S.
Adapt subset S.

30 Return S.

I Pros: excellent performance for the chosen classifier

I Cons: computationally and memory-intense



Feature Selection: Filters

Input: large feature set Ω
10 Identify candidate subset S ⊆ Ω
20 While !stop criterion()

Evaluate utility function J using S.
Adapt subset S.

30 Return S.

I Pros: fast, provides generically useful feature set

I Cons: generally higher error than wrappers

NEXT LECTURE :-)



The Book

Editors: Guyon et al.
Tutorial articles, plus proceedings of NIPS FS challenge 2003


